QUT Library now provides access to the Wiley Encyclopedia of Clinical Trials (published December 2007). This monumental reference on all facets of clinical trials is important reading given its comprehensive coverage and emphasis on clearly stated and defined concepts, methodologies, and applications. Including more than 1,200 entries, from 600 of the world’s leading experts in the field, from academic to corporate settings, Wiley Encyclopedia of Clinical Trials is a world-class and one-of-a-kind compendia of basic concepts, methodologies, and applications in clinical trials. Its topical range includes: overview and basic statistical concepts; concepts of design and analysis of clinical trials; and methodologies and issues for clinical data analysis. Access via the title search of the QUT Library Catalogue.

Protein Structure and Function : Now Available

QUT Library is now happy to also provide ongoing online access to Protein Structure and Function. This is an excellent simple, self-explanatory online resource specifically aimed at undergraduate students.

The Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) : Now Available

QUT Library is now able to provide online ongoing access to the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) from 1998-. This journal is ranked 3 out of 103 in the subject category MEDICINE, GENERAL & INTERNAL as per the 2006 edition of Journal Citation Reports on the Web - Science and Social Science. Link to the journal via the journal title search of the QUT Library Catalogue.
**DieselNet : Now Available**

This online information service provides access to information on diesel exhaust emissions, emission control technologies, emission standards, regulations, measurement, health and environmental effects.

Accessing documents on DieselNet

DieselNet has two levels of access:

- **Public Access** - documents in this area are accessible for all DieselNet visitors.
- **Subscriber Access** - you need to be a DieselNet subscriber to access these documents. Subscriber-only sections can also be embedded in some public access documents.

DieselNet subscribers receive unlimited access to DieselNet Technology Guide technical papers and other subscriber-only online documents.

View paper abstracts via [www.dieselnet.com/tginfo/abstracts.html](http://www.dieselnet.com/tginfo/abstracts.html)

Access via: [www.library.qut.edu.au/db/5406f](http://www.library.qut.edu.au/db/5406f)

**bluebox commercialisation workshop for QUT research staff**

**Commercialisation workshop**

**Taking research to the real world**

**bluebox**

**QUT**

Where is your research taking you?

Explore the commercial potential of QUT research at the bluebox commercialisation workshop for QUT research staff.

Taking place at The Stamford Plaza near QUT's Gardens Point campus on Thursday, 24th April 2008, the workshop is a fantastic opportunity to network with successful entrepreneurs, venture capital investors, patent attorneys, and the bluebox team.

Session topics include:

- How is QUT research commercialised?
- What is intellectual property and why is it relevant to my research?
- How can I ensure my research outcomes are able to be commercialised?

Attendance is free and includes morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea.

Please visit [www.qutbluebox.com.au](http://www.qutbluebox.com.au) for more information, and register by contacting [enquiries@qutbluebox.com.au](mailto:enquiries@qutbluebox.com.au)

Registrations close Friday, 18th April, 2008.

**The Sydney Morning Herald Digital Archive 1955-1990 : Now Available**

This service provides full-text access to content from The Sydney Morning Herald and The Sun Herald from 1 January 1955 to 31 December 1990. All articles, captions and advertisements are fully keyword searchable and full-text results are returned in an exact digital reproduction of the printed pages as they were originally published. Also includes birth, death and marriage notices.

Single user access only. Please see the database entry for full details and restrictions on access:

[www.library.qut.edu.au/db/5391f](http://www.library.qut.edu.au/db/5391f)

Note: at present this service is only available on-campus. Remote access is being negotiated with the provider and is expected to be resolved within two weeks.
**SCImago Journal & Country Rank**

The SCImago Journal & Country Rank [www.scimagojr.com](http://www.scimagojr.com) is a portal that includes the journals and country scientific indicators developed from the information contained in the Scopus® database (Elsevier B.V.). These indicators could be used to assess and analyze scientific domains (mainly journals & countries).

This platform takes its name from the SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) indicator, developed by SCImago from the widely known algorithm Google PageRank™. This indicator shows the visibility of the journals contained in the Scopus® database from 1996.

**Instruction Materials on YouTube**

There are many short but complete clips on YouTube that would make good instructional materials for your lectures.

E.g. from National Geographic [www.youtube.com/user/NationalGeographic](http://www.youtube.com/user/NationalGeographic)

There are more than 400 of them to view.

There are even more clips on how to write an essay/literature review!

But be aware, it’s YouTube after all: check out a clip about world’s-first flying penguins released on April 1, 2008: the democracy of knowledge at its best:

Version1: [uk.youtube.com/watch?v=IYVBaTD0zqw](http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=IYVBaTD0zqw)

Version2: [uk.youtube.com/watch?v=mkyYbIhBRmg&NR=1](http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=mkyYbIhBRmg&NR=1)

See also: [search.bbc.co.uk/cgi-bin/search/results.pl?q=flying+penguin&go.x=52&go.y=18&go=go&uri=%2Fsn%2F](http://search.bbc.co.uk/cgi-bin/search/results.pl?q=flying+penguin&go.x=52&go.y=18&go=go&uri=%2Fsn%2F)

**The mini Google Notebook**

An excellent way to Clip and collect information as you browse the web.

Using Google Notebook [www.google.com/notebook/download](http://www.google.com/notebook/download)

You can:
- add clippings of text, images and links from web pages to your Google Notebook without ever leaving your browser window.
- create multiple notebooks, divide them into sections, and drag-and-drop your notes to stay organized.
- access your Google Notebooks from any computer by using your Google Accounts login.
- share your Google Notebook with the world by making it public.
- access Google Notebook from your mobile phone by going to [www.google.com/notebook/m](http://www.google.com/notebook/m).